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Hibernating without oxygen: physiological adaptations of
the painted turtle
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Many freshwater turtles in temperate climates may experience winter periods trapped under ice
unable to breathe, in anoxic mud, or in water depleted of O2. To survive, these animals must not
only retain function while anoxic, but they must do so for extended periods of time. Two general
physiological adaptive responses appear to underlie this capacity for long-term survival. The first is
a coordinated depression of metabolic processes within the cells, both the glycolytic pathway that
produces ATP and the cellular processes, such as ion pumping, that consume ATP. As a result, both
the rate of substrate depletion and the rate of lactic acid production are slowed greatly. The second is
an exploitation of the extensive buffering capacity of the turtle’s shell and skeleton to neutralize the
large amount of lactic acid that eventually accumulates. Two separate shell mechanisms are
involved: release of carbonate buffers from the shell and uptake of lactic acid into the shell where it is
buffered and sequestered. Together, the metabolic and buffering mechanisms permit animals to
survive for 3–4 months at 3 °C with no O2 and with circulating lactate levels of 150 mmol l_1 or
more.
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It is axiomatic that O2 is essential for vertebrate life.
Anaerobic energy sources can only temporarily supply
the requisite ATP and maintain cellular function before
substrate depletion, energy shortfall, or endproduct
poisoning threaten survival. In most vertebrates, the limits
of anoxia tolerance are short, of the order of minutes,
because of the urgent dependence of the heart and
central nervous system on a continuous supply of O2.
Remarkably, however, certain species are able to survive
for periods lasting several months in the absence of O2 and
can recover full function at the end of this time when O2 is
restored. A well-studied example is the freshwater turtle,
Chrysemys picta, a widely distributed resident of ponds and
streams in the northern United States and southern
Canada. When anoxic, this animal, commonly known as
the painted turtle, relies on anaerobic glycolysis for energy
and must therefore cope with the intrinsic inefficiency of
this pathway, and must face the dual challenges of
depletion of substrate and accumulation of acid metabolites.
Nonetheless, it spends long periods during the winter in
ice-covered ponds without access to the surface, often in
water or mud with little or no O2 (Ultsch, 1989). In
simulated hibernation in the laboratory, these animals can
survive continuous submergence in nitrogen-equilibrated
water at 3 °C for more than 4 months (Ultsch & Jackson,

1982; Jackson et al. 2000). The purpose of this paper is to
discuss the physiological characteristics of the painted
turtle that permit this extraordinary resistance to anoxia.
Recent reviews dealing with aspects of this topic include:
Ultsch (1989), Hochachka et al. (1996), Storey (1996),
Lutz & Nilsson (1997), Jackson (2000a, b) and Jackson et
al. (2001).

Mechanisms underlying anoxic tolerance
Metabolic depression
Organismal and organ-system response. A low metabolic
rate is central to the turtle’s ability to tolerate long-term
anoxia. As an ectothermic reptile, its energy metabolism is
only 10–20 % that of a mammal of similar size even at the
same body temperature (Bennett & Ruben, 1979). At
lower temperatures, metabolism falls still further in the
thermally conforming ectotherm, typically at a rate of 2- to
3-fold per 10 °C decrease in temperature (Q10 = 2–3).
Moreover, the painted turtle, like other reptiles (Bennett &
Dawson, 1976), exhibits an exaggerated Q10 effect at
temperatures below 10 °C (Herbert & Jackson, 1985b), so
that at 3 °C aerobic metabolism is depressed to about 0.1 %
of the euthermic mammalian level. Finally, the anoxic
state is characterized by a further sharp fall in metabolism
by about 90 % (Jackson, 1968; Buck et al. 1993), so that the
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metabolic rate of the anoxic turtle at its usual hibernating
temperature is over 10 000 times lower than that of a
similarly sized mammal resting at its normal body
temperature. Values of metabolic rate towards the end of a
long submergence, estimated on the basis of lactate
accumulation in the body fluids (Jackson et al. 2000),
are estimated to be about 0.01 cal (0.04 J) kg_1 min_1
(0.7 mW kg_1). To illustrate how slowly the metabolic fires
are burning in this situation, consider that if all of the
turtle’s metabolic heat was stored, it would take almost
7 days for its body temperature to rise by 0.1 °C. Figure 1
depicts the pattern of metabolic depression that occurs
during anoxia at 3 and 24 °C.
The low rate of metabolism is functionally important to
the turtle because it drastically delays the depletion of
stored substrate and slows the build-up of acid endproducts; nevertheless, the depressed metabolism must
still supply all the cellular energy requirements of the
animal during its long submergence. Clearly, these
requirements are profoundly depressed. The animals are
responsive to stimuli and periodically move about but
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are generally extremely sluggish. Systolic arterial blood
pressure is only 10 cmH2O and heart rates average one beat
in 2–3 min, and in extreme cases only every 5–10 min
(Herbert & Jackson, 1985b). Cardiac output has not been
measured under these circumstances, but flow must
essentially stop during the long diastolic pauses. Blood
stasis in euthermic mammals can result in clot formation,
but clotting rates at low temperature are greatly slowed
(Valeri et al. 1995). A practical advantage this affords the
experimenter is that chronic catheters remain patent with
minimal attention. At the low prevailing blood pressures,
renal function is presumably minimal (Warburton &
Jackson, 1995; Jackson et al. 1996), although Ca2+ and
lactate concentrations are both elevated in urine collected
from the urinary bladder after 3–4 months of anoxia at
3 °C (Jackson & Ultsch, 1982).
Cellular responses. Experimental evidence from anoxic
turtles indicates a coordinated downregulation in the
rates of both ATP utilization and ATP production. The
mechanisms involved are still being resolved, but it is clear
that cellular ATP levels remain stable during long periods
of anoxia (Kelly & Storey, 1988).
ATP utilization. Major consumers of cellular energy are the
ion pumps that maintain transmembrane ionic gradients
and protein synthesis. Evidence exists for sharp reductions
in both these cellular functions during anoxia. The
energy requirement for maintaining transmembrane ionic
gradients is reduced by slowing the passive flux of ions
through membrane channels, via so-called ‘channel arrest’
(Hochachka, 1986), although the mechanisms whereby
this occurs are not well understood. Channel arrest
potentially has general importance in circumstances
involving reduced metabolism. In a warm reptile, for
example, transmembrane ion gradients are similar to
those in a mammal of the same size, yet the metabolic rates
of these animals are greatly different (Hulbert & Else,
1981). Assuming that the cost of maintaining these
gradients requires a significant fraction of each animal’s
total metabolism, then the cost to the reptile must be less.
Furthermore, when the reptile’s temperature falls, so
does its metabolic rate, but ion concentrations remain
essentially unchanged (Herbert & Jackson, 1985a). The
interpretation is that membrane ion leakage through ion
channels is less in the reptile, and that it falls further when
the animal’s temperature falls. Anoxia induces a further
reduction in ion channel activity.

Figure 1. Metabolic rate depression during anoxic
submergence at 24 °C (top) and 3 °C (bottom)
Note the similarity in pattern but the time scale difference and the
100-fold difference in the final metabolic values. Data adapted
from Jackson (1968), Jackson & Heisler (1982) and Jackson et al.
(2000).

Studies of channel arrest in the anoxic turtle have focused
largely on the brain because of the critical importance of
maintaining this organ’s function and because of the
brain’s normally large commitment of energy to ionic
regulation. In addition, the susceptibility of the mammalian
brain to hypoxic damage is linked to the collapse of ion
gradients, and destructive Ca2+ influx (Hochachka, 1986;
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Sattler & Tymianski, 2000). Evidence exists for reduced
channel function for Na+, K+ and Ca2+ in the turtle brain,
although the evidence for the first two ions is indirect.
Reduced Na+ channel density was found in isolated
cerebellum exposed to anoxic perfusion for 4 h at room
temperature using the channel ligand brevetoxin (PérezPinzón et al. 1992). The magnitude of the reduction (42 %)
is much less than the estimated fall in brain metabolism, so
it is possible that passive Na+ flux is further lowered by
decreasing the open probability of remaining channels.
Downregulation of K+ channels was inferred from a
slowing of K+ efflux from anoxic neurones, compared to
normoxic neurones, in anaesthetized animals treated with
ouabain to poison Na+–K+-ATPase (Chih et al. 1989). The
mammalian brain responds to anoxia and the attendant
fall in ATP by opening ATP-sensitive K+ channels
(KATP channels). The resultant hyperpolarization reduces
electrical activity and serves as a short-term defence
mechanism, but persistent anoxia leads in minutes to
massive failure due to a rapid increase in extracellular K+,
membrane depolarization, rapid influx of Ca2+ through
voltage-dependent channels and Ca2+-induced cellular
damage. In contrast, the turtle brain apparently lacks KATP
channels and instead reduces activity in other K+ channels.
Coupled with the similar effect on Na+ leakage, the energy
required for Na+–K+-ATPase can thereby be significantly
reduced.
Direct evidence for inactivation of Ca2+ channels in
anoxic slices of turtle cortex has been obtained by Bickler
and colleagues (Bickler & Buck, 1998). Initial studies
demonstrated that the intracellular Ca2+ concentration
([Ca2+]i) of cortical brain slices of turtle fell slightly during
anoxia in contrast to a rapid and large increase in [Ca2+]i in
rat brain slices (Bickler, 1992). Inhibition of glycolysis with
iodoacetate caused rapidly increased [Ca2+]i in the acutely
anoxic turtle brain, but this effect was greatly attenuated
after prolonged anoxic exposure, suggesting a timedependent arrest of Ca2+ channels. Because glutamate
receptors are implicated in mediating lethal neuronal Ca2+
fluxes in anoxia-sensitive animals (Bickler & Hansen,
1994), these receptors were postulated as potential sites of
downregulation in turtle neurones. Patch-clamp studies of
NMDA receptors from turtle cortex revealed a 65 %
decrease in the open probability of Ca2+ channels and
further established that the downregulation was mediated
by adenosine (Buck & Bickler, 1998), a molecule
previously implicated in turtle brain anoxia tolerance
(Nilsson & Lutz, 1992). Furthermore, normal [Ca2+]i
persisted in turtle brain slices removed from animals after
6 weeks of experimental anoxia at 2–3 °C, even in the
presence of elevated solution [Ca2+] simulating the in vivo
state (Bickler, 1998). In recent studies, time-dependent
mechanisms for NMDA-receptor downregulation have
been identified, including an acute reduction of channel
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open probability mediated by phosphatase 1 or 2A, a
delayed suppression of receptors associated with elevated
[Ca2+]i and controlled by calmodulin, and a longer term
removal of NMDA receptors from the cell membrane
(Bickler et al. 2000). Of particular significance is that
prevention of NMDA-receptor downregulation eliminated
the anoxia tolerance of the brain tissue.
Utilization of ATP for protein synthesis is also suppressed
during anoxia in turtle hepatocytes (Land et al. 1993) and
in the heart (Bailey & Driedzic, 1996), although increased
synthesis of selected proteins has been reported (Brooks &
Storey, 1993; Hochachka et al. 1996; Chang et al. 2000).
ATP production. During anoxia, ATP production occurs
via glycolysis, and modulation of the flux rate is considered
to be via control of key enzymes in this pathway. The
reduced rate goes counter to the usual hypoxia-induced
activation and has been termed the ‘reverse Pasteur
effect’ (Hochachka, 1986). Storey and co-workers (Storey
& Storey, 1990; Storey, 1996) suggest three effects of
anoxia on glycolytic enzymes: alteration of activity via
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, reversible binding
of enzymes to macromolecules or organelles and allosteric
regulation via specific metabolites.
The low ATP yield of this pathway requires a large
commitment of substrate in the form of glucose or
glycogen to supply the energy needs of prolonged anoxia.
However, the extremely low rate of glycolysis in the anoxic
turtle and the large initial stores of glycogen in liver and
muscle (Daw et al. 1967) probably prevent this from being
a limiting factor for the animal.

Ionic and acid–base responses
A major challenge for an anoxia-tolerant animal
experiencing extended anaerobiosis is the accumulation of
high concentrations of lactate and the associated burden of
protons. Although certain species of fish circumvent this
problem by producing ethanol as the principal anaerobic
endproduct (Shoubridge & Hochachka, 1980), this
strategy has not been adopted by vertebrate tetrapods,
which all produce lactate as the glycolytic endproduct.
When ATP synthesis equals ATP hydrolysis (see above),
ATP hydrolysis produces protons in a 1:1 stoichiometry
with lactate production (Hochachka & Mommsen, 1983),
so that anoxic turtles produce, in effect, lactic acid. After
3–5 months of experimental submergence at 3 °C, despite
profound metabolic depression, circulating lactate levels
can reach 150–200 mmol l_1. The acid load that this
amount of lactate represents greatly exceeds normal body
fluid buffering capacity and must require substantial
supplemental buffering to prevent fatal acidosis. As will be
discussed, the shell and skeleton of the turtle serve as the
sources of this additional buffering as well as a sink for
lactic acid, and these roles for the turtle’s most distinctive
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anatomical feature may be the primary bases for its
remarkable durations of anoxic tolerance.
Extracellular buffering. Because the submerged anoxic
turtle has no pulmonary ventilation and only minimal
kidney function (Warburton & Jackson, 1995), the
primary defence against an acid load is its endogenous
buffering. Initially this is restricted to the buffers within
its intracellular and extracellular fluids. Intracellular
buffering is not exceptional in turtles compared to other
vertebrates (Shi et al. 1997), but extracellular buffering is
enhanced by unusually high concentrations of HCO3_
([HCO3_]) (Smith, 1929), of the order of 40 mmol l_1, in the
painted turtle (Herbert & Jackson, 1985a). In addition, the
turtle possesses specialized pericardial and peritoneal fluids
with [HCO3_] values of about 120 and 80 mmol l_1,
respectively (Smith, 1929). Blood pH is also high in this
animal at 3 °C, at about 8.0, but this is in line with vertebrate
blood pH–temperature relationships in general, in
accordance with alphastat regulation (Reeves, 1972). In
short-term anoxic exposures, extracellular buffers,
including HCO3_ and plasma proteins, are exploited as the
major sink for protons (Robin et al. 1964; Jackson &
Silverblatt, 1974). As anoxia continues, however, and lactate
levels rise, supplemental buffering is required and a
characteristic pattern of plasma ion change develops (Fig. 2)
that includes increases in the concentrations of K+, Ca2+ and
Mg2+ and decreases in the concentration of Cl_. [Na+]
generally decreases, but not always significantly. Available
information on the exchange mechanisms involved and
how these exchanges contribute to supplementing extracellular buffering will now be discussed.
Calcium and magnesium. The rise in plasma lactate
concentration ([lactate]) in anoxic turtles is paralleled by
increased concentrations of both Ca2+ and Mg2+. In
extreme cases, in which plasma [lactate] reached
150 mmol l_1 or more, total [Ca2+] was 40–50 mmol l_1
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and total [Mg2+] 15–20 mmol l_1 (Ultsch & Jackson, 1982;
Jackson et al. 2000). Normoxic [Ca2+] is 2–3 mmol l_1,
similar to other vertebrates. Much of the total Ca2+, as
much as two-thirds of the total at the highest anoxic levels,
however, was complexed with lactate (Cannan & Kilbrick,
1938) so that free Ca2+ only rose to a maximum of about
12.5 mmol l_1 (Jackson & Heisler, 1982). Skeletal muscle
and cardiac muscle continue to function despite the severe
hypercalcaemia, albeit at a reduced level consistent with
the torpid state of the animals. We hypothesized, based on
earlier work documenting the depressant effect of anoxia
and acidosis on heart muscle from turtle and other
vertebrates (Bing et al. 1972; Williamson et al. 1975; Gesser
& Jorgensen, 1982; Orchard & Kentish, 1990), that
elevated [Ca2+] may help protect the heart muscle against
the severe acidosis, and studies testing this have shown a
small ameliorative effect (Wasser et al. 1990; Shi et al.
1999). As noted above, Bickler (1998) observed normal
[Ca2+]i activity after 6 weeks of anoxic submergence at
2–3 °C, despite elevated extracellular levels.
The source of Ca2+ and Mg2+, based on both indirect and
direct evidence, is considered to be the bony tissues of the
turtle, the skeleton and shell. The indirect evidence is the
fact that the vast bulk (> 99 %) of the animal’s stores of
these two elements is in bone. Direct evidence is that shell
Mg2+ concentration falls during anoxia (Jackson et al.
2000), and that both Ca2+ and Mg2+ are released from the
shell in vitro, as a direct function of the incubating solution
acidity, and reach levels in vitro that approximate those
observed at the same pH in vivo (Jackson et al. 1999). The
accompanying anion, based on the stoichiometry of CO2
evolution during in vitro experiments, is carbonate. No
phosphate was released from shell in vitro down to an
incubating pH of 6.0 and no increase in plasma phosphate
has been observed during anoxia in vivo (Jackson et al.
2000). Thus the principal mineral molecule of shell and

Figure 2. Ion balance of turtles
(Chrysemys picta picta) at 3 °C
Measured data (from Ultsch et al. 1999)
were collected from normoxic animals
(control) and from animals after 125 days of
submergence (anoxic observed). The
hypothetical result of the same increase in
lactic acid with no supplemental buffering
response is also shown (anoxic
uncompensated), in which much of the acid
is unbuffered.
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bone, calcium phosphate, is apparently not broken down
during anoxic acidosis, but calcium and magnesium
carbonates are mobilized as extracellular buffers.
Sodium and potassium. Plasma [Na+] generally falls during
anoxic submergence, although not always significantly.
Plasma [K+], on the other hand, rises predictably to levels
as high as 12 mequiv l_1 (Ultsch et al. 1999). The reciprocal
change in these ions may represent a partial failure of
Na+–K+-ATPase function in cell membranes (Jackson &
Heisler, 1983), although the fall in Na+ may also be
attributed in part to the diluting effect of water that enters
the animal and increases body weight by about 5 % on
average during anoxia at 3 °C (Jackson et al. 2000).
However, a significant reduction occurred in both shell
and skeletal [Na+], which presumably added both Na+ and
carbonate to the extracellular fluid. The magnitude of the
shell and bone loss was such that a significant rise in
plasma [Na+] should have occurred; because it did not, we
hypothesize that Na+ may be lost to the surrounding water
and that the release from shell and bone serves to defend
extracellular fluid [Na+] (Jackson et al. 2000).
The effect of elevated [K+] on turtle cardiac muscle
mechanical and electrical activity has been investigated
(Nielsen & Gesser, 2001), and decreases in contractile
force, resting membrane potential, action potential
duration and action potential amplitude were all observed
when [K+] was increased from 2.5 to 10 mmol l_1. When
hyperkalaemia was combined with anoxia, the force
generated by ventricular strips declined drastically, but
addition of adrenaline (10 mmol l_1) restored normal
force. In vivo, the elevated plasma [K+] of anoxic turtles is
associated with significant elevations of both adrenaline
and noradrenaline (Wasser & Jackson, 1991).
Chloride. Plasma [Cl_] falls consistently during anoxia from
the normal value of 80–85 mequiv l_1 to 50 mequiv l_1 or
less after 3–4 months of anoxic submergence at 3 °C
(Jackson et al. 2000). The cause of Cl_ decline is uncertain,
but may be the result of the same mechanisms affecting
[Na+]: dilution by water uptake from the environment and
possible loss of Cl_ to the surrounding water. On this basis,
the greater fall in plasma [Cl_] than in [Na+] can be
attributed to the absence of a compensatory release of Cl_
from shell and bone. If this is the case, then the acid–base
relevant change is the release of Na+ from shell and bone in
association with carbonate and the loss of Cl_ is an
acid–base neutral event involving equivalent losses of Na+
and Cl_ to the surrounding water.
Lactic acid uptake by shell and bone. During anoxia,
lactate enters shell and bone in parallel with the rise in
plasma [lactate]. After long-term submergence anoxia at
3 and 10 °C, lactate concentrations in shell and bone
(mmol (kg wet weight)_1) approximated plasma concentrations (mmol l_1). Because of the large mass of shell
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and skeletal bone in these animals (over 35 % of body
mass), an estimated 40–45 % of the total body lactate
resided within these mineralized structures (Jackson,
2000). During recovery from anoxia, lactate levels fell in
the shell, again in parallel with the restoration of plasma
lactate.
Observations on shell incubated in vitro reveal this to be an
acid–base relevant mechanism (Jackson et al. 1999). Uptake
of lactate by shell powder caused an alkalinization of the
bathing solution, and release of lactate from lactate-loaded
shell acidified the solution. In effect, this indicates that lactate
exchanges occur accompanied by a proton. Within the shell,
again based on in vitro experiments, the acid is buffered by
carbonate, releasing CO2 to the surrounding fluid. In vivo,
this CO2 can be lost to the environment via extrapulmonary
avenues, so that the lactic acid sequestered within the shell
has no effect whatever on blood acid–base status.
The physical state of the lactate anion within the shell is not
known, but indirect evidence suggests that much of it is in
combined form, probably associated with Ca2+. Because
the water content of shell is only about 30 %, the [lactate]
would have to be several times higher than in the plasma if
it were in simple solution. In addition, it is known that a
calcium–lactate complex forms in the plasma of turtles
under prolonged anoxic conditions (Jackson & Heisler,
1982).
It is striking that this role of bone, so central to the anoxic
turtle’s acid buffering, has apparently not been considered
to be important in other organisms. The explanation is due
to special features of the turtle and its anoxic response.
Because of the turtle’s large mass of bone, its extremely
high circulating levels of lactate, and the long time
available for an otherwise slow exchange process, this
mechanism can be expressed to an exaggerated extent in
this animal. There is no reason to think that turtle bone
and shell are otherwise special in this regard, except for a
relatively high concentration of carbonate (Biltz &
Pellegrino, 1969).

Conclusions
The capacity to survive periods of anoxia is not unusual
amongst the lower vertebrates; many species can support
all living processes anaerobically for brief periods. What is
exceptional in the turtle is the length of time it can
continue in this state. Certainly specialized features of
vulnerable organs such as the heart and brain enable
function without O2, but for the organism to continue in
this state for months requires additional adaptations. The
key mechanisms that underlie this extended capacity are
the extreme reduction in energy metabolism and the
buffering contributions of its shell and bone; without these
features, the turtle would not be able to survive a long
winter of O2 deprivation.
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